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Meet the men of the Smithson Group--five spies whose best work is done in the field and between the sheets.
Smart, built, trained to do everything well--and that's everything--they're the guys you want on your side of
the bed. Go deep under cover? No problem. Take out the bad guys? Done. Play by the rules? I don't think so.
Indulge a woman's every fantasy? Happy to please, ma'am.
Fall in love? Hey, even a secret agent's got his weak spots. . .

Get started with Christian Bane, SG-5

Christian Bane is a man of few words, so when he talks, people listen. One of the Smithson Group's elite
force, Christian's also the walking wounded, haunted by his past. Something about being betrayed by a
woman, then left to die in a Thai prison by the notorious crime syndicate Spectra IT gives a guy demons. But
now, Spectra has made a secret deal with a top scientist to crack a governmental encryption technology, and
Christian has his orders: Pose as Spectra boss Peter Deacon. Going deep undercover as the slick womanizer
will be tough for Christian. Getting cozy with the scientist's beautiful goddaughter, Natasha, to get
information won't be. But the closer he gets to Natasha, the harder it gets to deceive her. She's so alluring, so
trusting, so completely unexpected he suspects someone's been giving out faulty intel. If Natasha isn't the
criminal he was led to believe, they're both being played for fools. Now, with Spectra closing in, Christian's
best chance for survival is to confront his demons and trust the only one he can. . .Natasha. . .

Stay tuned to your bookstore for Rogue Spies, Episode Two: The Shaughnessey Accord.
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From reader reviews:

Dorothy Roper:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for us to
understand everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that book has
different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book. They can be reading
whatever they take because their hobby will be reading a book. Why not the person who don't like examining
a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book once they found difficult problem or perhaps exercise.
Well, probably you will need this The Bane Affair.

Kenneth Vargas:

Book is definitely written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can know everything you want by a
publication. Book has a different type. As you may know that book is important matter to bring us around the
world. Beside that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A guide The Bane Affair will make you to be
smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about anything. But some of you think this open or
reading any book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they can be thought like that?
Have you seeking best book or ideal book with you?

Stacie Logan:

The book untitled The Bane Affair is the e-book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality
of the book content that will be shown to you. The language that writer use to explained their way of doing
something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book, hence the
information that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of The Bane
Affair from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Frances McKay:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you, why because this The Bane Affair book written by well-known
writer who knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who read the book. Written
within good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your
hunger then you still doubt The Bane Affair as good book not merely by the cover but also from the content.
This is one e-book that can break don't assess book by its deal with, so do you still needing another sixth
sense to pick that!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already alerted you so why you have to listening
to another sixth sense.
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